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Information memorandum
This information memorandum concerns the offering and issue of up to 250,000 depositary
receipts for shares of €101 each (the 'Depositary Receipts') by: STICHTING
ADMINISTRATIEKANTOOR SBC Sustainability 2123 (a foundation to be incorporated under
Dutch law, to have its registered ofﬁce in Amsterdam, the Netherlands and to be registered
in the commercial register of the Chamber of Commerce) (the 'Foundation') with regard to
the issue of shares in SBC Sustainability 2123 B.V. ('SBC Sustainability') (the 'Offering'). The
amount involved in this issue is €2,500,000 ('IPO').
Following the issue, Depositary Receipts will be tradable on the Nxchange Trading
Platform; tradability shall exist only between account holders of Nxchange.

Warning and indemnification
This information memorandum provides essential information for a prospective investor
in SBC Sustainability 2123 B.V. This is not marketing material. No rights may be derived
from the contents of this memorandum. The information in this memorandum is solely
intended to provide you with further insights into the nature of an investment in SBC
Sustainability and the associated risks. These are high risks (in connection with the
nature of the investment as set out in this memorandum). You are strongly recommended
to read the contents of this memorandum so that you can make an informed decision on
whether or not you wish to make an investment. The expected return depends on the proﬁt
generated. It should be borne in mind that no proﬁt may be rendered at all and that there
may be losses causing you to lose part or the entire invested amount. In case you invest
you will receive depositary receipts as set out in this memorandum. It is envisaged and
intended that those depositary receipts will be tradable on the Nxchange
(https://www.nxchange.com/nl) market platform but there is a risk that this will not be
feasible/established. The management of SBC Sustainability has a best endeavours
obligation only, never a results obligation. To the extent that the depositary receipts
concerned will be tradable as intended, there may be no interested purchasers if you wish
to dispose of your investment and/or depositary receipts at the time you wish. Or they can
only be sold for a lower, perhaps much lower, price than expected. You, therefore, risk not
being able to receive all or part of the invested amount at the time you wish. Section 9
provides for a non-exhaustive list of the risks you must take into account at all times. The
contents of this information memorandum do not, therefore, show all possible risks. You
are recommended to obtain legal and tax advice from one or more specialists to assist you
in making your decision.

1

this amount includes the nominal value of €0.01.
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Factsheet
●

Issuer: SBC Sustainability 2123 B.V.

●

(SBC Sustainability)

Registration period Pre-sale: 19
February to 14 March 2021

●

Minimum capital raise2: €1,200,000

●

Maximum capital raise: €2,500,000

●

Minimum investment:

●

Nxchange Listing Date: 11 June 2021

€ 25.000

●

Virtual roadshow: 22 March, 9, 13

●

April and 10 May 2021
●

Issue price: € 10 per Share or
Depositary Receipt

●

Nominal value: € 0,01

●

Total maximum offering: 250,000

Registration period Public Sale: 19
March to 4 June 2021

Minimum Investment Corporate
Investors : € 225,000

●

●

Masterclasses / webinars: 1 and 29
April 2021

●

Corporate Investor deadline: 1 July
2021

●

URL listing page:

Depositary Receipts or B Shares

https://www.nxchange.com/sbc-su

●

Duration of program: 3 years

stainability

●

Total number of SBC Sustainability
startups: 30 (3 x 10 per year)

●

●

URL Company page:
www.sbcsustainability.com

Assumed ROI based on
3

performance previous SBC
Amsterdam programs: 82%
(expected duration 7 - 10 years)

2

If it proves impossible to raise this amount, the listing will not proceed. In this case, all Public and Corporate Investors
that have committed through nxchange.com, will receive their investment back.
3
Date of t, calculated over the entire duration
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1. Mission

(SBC)

Our purpose is making a long lasting positive impact on people & the planet through
acceleration, innovation and education of companies and people so they become
empowered to create a more sustainable way of living, consumption and how we use the
environment we live in. We do this by building innovative ecosystems in which startups,
corporates, knowledge institutions and mentors innovate, inspire and accelerate each
others' growth.

2. Offering
Through this IPO, a broad range of investors are being offered the opportunity to participate
in the SBC Sustainability program, which will start in August 2021. In recent years, it has
become clearer than ever that we have to reevaluate our processes, our products and the
way our economy works. We as a society are in need of a more sustainable approach
towards energy, food consumption and ﬁnancial equality.

Simultaneously, however, building a scalable and sustainable business offering is not
easy, especially when taking the highest standards as a baseline. These Startups &
Scaleups need support to succeed. That's why we're launching an Accelerator Program
focused on sustainability.
Our sustainability accelerator will target the following UN Sustainable Development Goals4
(SDG’s):
●
●
●

Prosperity & social inclusion (SDG 3 & 8)
Clean energy (SDG 7 & 13)
Sustainable production (SDG 9)

A maximum of 250,000 Depositary Receipts are available for IPO investors. These
Depositary Receipts will become individually tradable on Nxchange as of 11 June 2021. For
further information on the tradability via Nxchange, we refer to section 7.10 Listing on
Nxchange et seq.

4

https://sdgs.un.org/goals
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In addition, by investing in SBC Sustainability, the investor will obtain exclusive access to
the SBC Sustainability program in the form of5:
●
●
●

Mentorship opportunities to Startups in the portfolio;
Participation in general events (such as the Investor Sneak Preview and the
Demoday) with participating startups and investors;
Portfolio management updates.

On top of this, we offer additional beneﬁts for every investor buying more than 4000
depositary receipts (€ 40,000,-). These services include, amongst others:
● 1-day Angel Bootcamp, providing the possibility to learn how to invest in startups;
● Exclusive access to our digital accelerator (see:
https://www.acceleratorsquared.com/);
● Investor-Startup Marketplace - access to our online marketplace, where investors
get access to startups to invest;
● Startup Selection Process - access to the startup selection methodology and
process. Inﬂuence in the decision of the cohort and invitation to the Final Selection
Day event;
● Access to our annual industry disruptive analysis.
The average return on investment ('ROI') for investors in previous Startupbootcamp
programs is 82%6 (expected duration between 7- 10 years). This ROI has been determined
on the basis of the current valuation7 of the startup portfolio, as part of which previous
exits were also taken into account. The valuation of the startups is based on the value that
an external investor is willing to pay in the last investment round. For a further
substantiation of the average ROI see section 6. Business model & Finances.

2.1 Timeline

Key Events

Dates

Start pre-sale

16 February 2021

End of pre-sale

14 March 2021
22 March, 9, 13 April and 10 May

Virtual roadshows

2021

Sustainability masterclasses / webinars

4 and 29 April 2021

IPO start public sales

19 March 2021

IPO closing of public sales

4 June 2021

5

These rights belong exclusively to investors who invest in SBC Sustainability by means of this IPO. Secondary buyers of Depositary
Receipts are not entitled to these rights.
6
Based on results from previous programs. These results are not in any way a guarantee for future results.
7

This valuation is partly based on a paper value, the actual value may differ in practice.
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Corporate Investor ﬁnal investment date

1 July 2021

Listing

11 June 2021

Start of ﬁrst Accelerator program

1 August 2021

3. SBC Program
Startupbootcamp originated in 2011 as a collaboration between the Dutch entrepreneurs
Patrick de Zeeuw and Ruud Hendriks with the Danish company Rainmaking.
Startupbootcamp was one of the ﬁrst accelerators and is a top ten player8 in this industry.
The ﬁrst Startupbootcamp program in the Netherlands took place in 2012. Since then,
Startupbootcamp has contributed to the growth of more than 200 startups in the
Netherlands and more than 1000 startups worldwide.
Startupbootcamp runs accelerator programs with a clear industry focus, such as Smart
Cities, Media, Commerce, Fashion, Energy and Fintech & Cybersecurity. During a 3-year
period, a program takes place each year in which 10 startups are accelerated. In exchange
for participation in the program and a one-time investment of €15,000, Startupbootcamp
obtains 6 to 8% of the shares in each startup. This percentage depends on the maturity of
the startup.
Startupbootcamp selects the startups from hundreds of registrations in an intensive
international scouting process, evaluating the potential impact on the ﬁve core SDG’s of
this program. These startups are selected not only on the basis of their impact, potential
and business model; there is also a strong focus on the quality of the founders and their
team.
During the program, Startupbootcamp will intensively assist the selected enterprises, help
them to validate underlying business models, bring them into contact with the
Startupbootcamp network of dozens of large companies and provide access to hundreds of
mentors. Sponsors (as deﬁned in 6.1 Business model), Corporate Investors (as deﬁned in 7.2
Corporate Investors) and investors are clearly involved in the program, which creates an
ecosystem that stimulates knowledge sharing. All participants in the ecosystem beneﬁt
from this.

3.1. Competitive Advantages
As Startupbootcamp already started in 2011, and as a result has a presence on several
continents and in capitals, we have spent much work on building our ecosystems for our
startups, investors and sponsors. In addition, we see thousands of startups every year and
meet hundreds of startups personally at our scouting events. This has enabled us to build
8

https://www.forbes.com/sites/alejandrocremades/2018/08/07/top-10-startup-accelerators-based-on-successful-exits/#33ac2424b3b9
https://www.kolabtree.com/blog/top-15-startup-incubators-and-accelerators-worldwide/
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up a database with which, for instance, we can see future trends in speciﬁc domains
emerging.
We can look back on several successful (in European terms) exits of our alumni, including
Relayr for a total valuation of EUR 260 million9.
Worldwide, the largest or best-known accelerators include Plug&Play, 500 Startups and
Y-combinator. These are all US businesses. We are one of the larger accelerators whose
origins do not lie in the US market. Our portfolio of startups is accordingly largely focused
on countries outside the USA.
The last few years we have been investing heavily in digital tooling. First important is our
virtual scouting platform Fuelup (https://fuelup.co/), which we use to scout new startups
and technologies. The platform is also used by innovation departments of companies such
as Heineken, Philips, DSM and PWC. Secondly, we launched our digital accelerator
program Accelerator2 in 2020 (https://www.acceleratorsquared.com/). This platform
allows us to run our programs virtual and in a more effective way. On top of that, the
platform supports our alumni & portfolio management process.

3.2 SBC and sustainability
Within the last decade, we have been accelerating multiple startups with a sustainability
focus within several industries, such as fashion, energy and food. Some of our previous
projects including sustainability are:
●
●
●

EnergyAustralia (Melbourne): startups that ﬁnd solutions that help customers use
energy in ways to save them money and help the environment;
Fashiontech (Milano): amongst other topics, also accelerating startups focussing on
sustainable fashion & supply chains;
SBC Afritech: a industry transcending accelerator, focussing on disruption in Africa
in general, also including ﬁnancial inclusion (multiple SDG’s).

For Shell, we developed their internal startup accelerator, mainly focussing on smart
energy:
https://www.shell.com/energy-and-innovation/entrepreneurs-and-start-ups/shell-startupengine.html
Our sister company Innoleaps focuses on corporate innovation, working for some of the
bigger companies in the fast-moving consumer goods market, including Nestle and
FrieslandCampina. We help our clients to design, build and launch sustainability & impact
focused accelerator programs by calling upon our 10 years worth of experience and proven
proprietary format, methodologies and access to the latest digital tools.

9

For more information, see:
https://techcrunch.com/2018/09/04/munich-re-buys-iot-middleware-startup-relayr-in-deal-worth-300m/
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We believe that leveraging our ecosystem, by combining the entrepreneurial drive and
knowhow of both startups and scaleups, will make a real impact when it comes to
achieving sustainability goals.

3.3 Timeline SBC program
The ﬁrst program, accelerating 10 startups, starts in August 2021. The overall timeline is as
follows (though may be subject to change):

The SBC program is divided into four phases:
1.

Selection Phase

For each program, Startupbootcamp looks for the 10 best startups worldwide. Main tool in
this selection process is our startup & technology database FuelUp (https://fuelup.co/),
which continually updates its database by means of artiﬁcial intelligence and self-learning
software. In addition, we have a scouting team that is continuously sourcing new startups
with the potential to enter our program. On average, 700 startups register for a program
within a range of 250 registrations at the lower end and 1,900 for the last Startupbootcamp
Afritech program.
One of the main scouting criteria will be the impact on the 5 core SDGs that deﬁne this
program. Besides selecting startups on the basis of their potential and business model,
there is a strong focus on the quality of the founders and their team. We look for
complementary qualities between the founders. Each participating team must consist of at
least 2 founders. All startup founders must also take a psychological test, Facet5, which
allows even better assessment of their suitability.
The thirty most interesting teams among the hundreds of registrations are discussed with
the Corporate Investors and Sponsors. Ten teams are eliminated in this meeting. The
twenty best teams are invited for the Final Selection Days.
These twenty startups are then assessed by a selected group of mentors during the Final
Selection Days. These mentors will rate each startup on the quality of the team, the
concept, its SDG impact and the feasibility. In the end, the stakeholders select the 10
startups that are allowed to progress in the program; Startupbootcamp has a power of veto
to bar startups that are not deemed suitable from taking part in the program.
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2.

Acceleration phase: acceleration on site

We run our program completely digital, in order to maximize effectiveness and create
access for the best sustainability startups worldwide. The three-month acceleration phase
comprises 3 elements: shape, build and sell.
In the ‘shape’ phase, the startups start by validating their product and business model. By
using what is known as the Business Model Canvas, the riskiest assumption of the
founders is tested against the reality in each instance.
Only after this phase can the startups advance to the ‘build’ of their business. To that end,
they take part in an extensive learning program and individual Deep Dives in which they
are assisted on a weekly basis on their greatest challenges.
The ‘sell’ phase includes lessons on presentation and ‘client and investor sneak previews’,
as part of which the startups are brought into contact with potential customers and
investors after each month.
During this period, the startups can use the extensive Startupbootcamp mentor network
and will choose 5 lead mentors.
In the end, the startups will work towards a Demo Day at which they present themselves,
after 3 months, to an audience of investors, customers and other stakeholders.
3.

Alumni advisory Phase

After the acceleration phase, Startupbootcamp assists the startups in ﬁnalising contracts
with interested investors and customers. Around 72% of our startups successfully close one
or multiple investment rounds.
After the program, the startups become part of our alumni program. We support our
alumni throughout their founder's journey by giving them continuous introductions and
support, adding direct value to our startups and investment portfolio.
4.

Exit Strategy

Startupbootcamp aims to sell its interest in the startups after around 7 - 10 years. We are
depending on several factors for selling our interest in the startups, such as being able to
ﬁnd a suitable buyer, the developments in the market and the performance of the startup.
We deliver active portfolio management in order to provide added value to both our
startups and our investors.
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3.4 Our de-risking model
Accelerating startups is a high risk activity, with potential high rewards but also a serious
chance of losing money. To minimize this risk, we offer our investors our de-risking
methodology10:
●

●
●
●
●

Scouting: with our scouting process, we attract high potential startups from all over
the world. We carefully select 10 startups, based on quality of the team, SDG impact
& business model;
Accelerator program: in 3 months we help startups do what normally takes them 18
months
Alumni Management: we support our alumni throughout their founder's journey by
giving them continuous introductions and support
Ecosystem: we add direct value to our startups by connecting them to investors,
potential clients and the best mentors in the industry.
Portfolio investing: spreading risk by investing in 30 startups

4. Why an IPO for a startup accelerator?
In 2019 we successfully closed our ﬁrst IPO on nxchange.com, raising € 2,3 mio for our
Fintech & Cybersecurity accelerator program. We believe this model provides advantages
for investors, our startups and our ecosystem.
In the past we solely worked with corporates and bigger private investors. What we
learned from our last IPO that there is a growing group of people that wants to participate
in startup ecosystems. We received a lot of positive feedback from our ﬁrst group of
investors, and therefore decided to fund our new sustainability accelerator through an IPO
with our partner NxChange.

4.1 Beneﬁts for investors
●

We want to make investing in a startup accelerator more accessible for a bigger
group of people, with a minimum investment of € 25,000.

●

We offer the possibility to invest in a startup accelerator that will accelerate 30
early-stage startups.

●

Investing in a startup accelerator is a high-risk activity though it could potentially
also have a high upside. We offer our investors the opportunity to beneﬁt from our
de-risking methodology including startup selection, our program, our ecosystem,
and alumni management.

10

Investors should realize that, although this methodology lowers the risk in startup investments, this is still a
high-risk activity with a probability of losing (part of) their investment.
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●

We give investors the opportunity to become part of our ecosystem and to learn in
practice what it means to work with many different tech startups.

●

It is our clear goal to provide insight for investors into startups, ecosystems and
disruptive transformations in the sustainability market.

●

By means of making Depositary Receipts in SBC Sustainability tradable, we want to
make it possible for investors to sell (parts of) their investment before having to
wait before exits occur11.

4.2 For startups
●

Startupbootcamp is hoping to be able to bring participating startups to the attention
of a considerably larger audience with this IPO. This will have a presumed positive
effect on follow-up investments in our startups and in the success of our business
as a startup accelerator.

●

Startupbootcamp hopes that its alumni and participating startups will also be
inspired by this IPO to proceed to their own ﬂotation. This unlocks an entirely new
ﬁnancing ﬂow, in which smaller numbers of depositary receipts for shares can also
be issued.

●

We hope for/expect the investors to actively participate in the many events, mentor
meetings, fast tracks (discovering the most successful startups for our program),
knowledge sharing, workshops etc. from which the startups will beneﬁt.

4.3 For Startupbootcamp
●

Startupbootcamp aims to remain a leader in future developments with regard to
technology and startups. This model of fundraising for our accelerator program is
one manifestation of that goal.

●

We want to build a growing ecosystem of industry experts and investors, and an
IPO is an excellent vehicle for achieving this.

5. Organisational structure
5.1 Organisational structure of SBC Sustainability 2123 B.V. and shareholders
SBC Sustainability forms part of Startupbootcamp. The Startupbootcamp brand is partly
owned by the Innoleaps Group. The organizational structure of Innoleaps Group ('ILG') is
outlined (in simpliﬁed form) in the organisation chart below. It does not include other and
foreign participating interests that are part of the Startupbootcamp / Innoleaps Group.

11

Depending on liquidity on the Nxchange.com market
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Startupbootcamp always has a separation between its ‘program’ and ‘production’ entities.
The program entity for this program is SBC Sustainability 2123 B.V. This company closes a
contract for the production of the Sustainability program with A-ccelerator B.V. (‘AC BV’),
being the production entity. The purpose of this construction is to minimize the
(operational) risks in the SBC Sustainability entity for you as our shareholder, since all
costs are agreed upon at the start of the program. More speciﬁcally - there are no
team-members on the payroll, no contracts with future liabilities and SBC Sustainability
can beneﬁt from synergies created by AC BV (shared resources, etc).

Innoleaps Group B.V. holds 100% of the shares in A-ccelerator Ventures B.V. ('ACV BV'). ACV
BV will incorporate SBC Sustainability 2123 B.V., in which it will holdGeen verder
commentaar., at incorporation, 100% of the shares. The production company AC BV is
responsible for the operational execution of all SBC programs in the Netherlands and is
also the statutory director of SBC Sustainability. AC BV is a 100% subsidiary of Innoleaps
Services Nederland B.V.
There are (potential) conﬂicts of interest between SBC Sustainability and its (indirect)
group entities and/or directors. AC BV and SBC Sustainability ultimately have the same
shareholders. AC BV constitutes the board of the Foundation. Consequently, conﬂicts of
interest may arise between the duties that AC BV has with regard to SBC Sustainability and
the duties that AC BV has with regard to the Foundation. In the event of a conﬂict of
interests, this may lead to non-optimal decisions for the Foundation and/or SBC
Sustainability or for the subsidiaries.
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6. Business model & Finances
6.1 Business model
Startupbootcamp focuses on accelerating startups, in which we help in creating as much
added value as possible together with our ecosystem of mentors, investors and corporate
parties. All parties in our ecosystem beneﬁt from this. Producing and executing accelerator
programs for startups (such as SBC Sustainability) represents an important part of the
services we provide, but related services are also offered. Those services have no direct
relationship with the SBC programs.
The SBC programs are ﬁnanced by IPO investors, Corporate Investors and Partners. In
exchange for their investment, they receive access to the program and share in possible
proﬁts resulting from exits. Partners (mostly bigger corporates) pay a ﬁxed amount to
participate, by virtue of which they are part of the program and gain insights in innovation
within the domain they operate. These companies participate in the program without
acquiring a share in SBC Sustainability ('Partners').

6.2 Financing of the program
For each program, ACV BV incorporates a company in which the investors acquire shares
(Corporate Investors) or Depositary Receipts (IPO Investors), in this case: SBC Sustainability.
This company will hold participations in the 30 startups that take part in the SBC
Sustainability program. SBC Sustainability concludes a contract with AC BV to produce
and manage the program. AC BV handles all Startupbootcamp programs in the
Netherlands and works with a ﬁxed cost structure for each program.
The annual costs for the accelerator program are €1,000,00012 and remain unchanged for
the duration of the program. These costs consist of the following:
1. €150,000: payments to the startups (10 x €15,000)
2. €700,000: production & management fees (paid to: AC BV)
3. € 150,000: portfolio & alumni management (paid to: AC BV)
The costs for the 3-year program total €3,000,000. These costs also include a reservation for
managing the portfolio and keeping the company operational after the end of the third
program. The production budget closed between SBC Sustainability and AC BV is leading,
meaning that total accelerator program costs can never exceed € 3,000,000.
Our aim is to raise between € 1.200.000 and € 2.500.000 by selling a maximum of 250.000
depositary receipts at an issue price of € 10. These Depositary Receipts represent 55,56% of
the total shares in the share capital of SBC Sustainability, based on a valuation of
€4,500,000. This investment will be raised from IPO investors (through the Nxchange IPO)
and / or potential investors that do not invest in listed shares / depositary receipts. The
12

Detailed information on the budget is set out in Appendix 6. Business model & Finances.
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combined raised amount can never exceed € 2.500.000 (55,56% of the total economic
rights).
This valuation is based on value created in the past by means of the Startupbootcamp
model and the willingness shown in the past by large companies to participate in
Startupbootcamp programs. This valuation is largely identical in all parts of the world
where Startupbootcamp operates, although there are sometimes minor regional differences
that are caused by currency ﬂuctuations and market conditions.
The total costs (€3,000,000) for the program are ﬁnanced as follows:
●
●

€2,500,000 by IPO investors or Corporate Investors
€500,000 by Partners (‘Partners income') or, if this amount will not be raised, by AC
BV.

Any shortfalls in the budget will be made up by AC BV, in accordance with the shortfall
clause. For further information on this, see section 7.5 Agreements with shareholders.

6.3 Return of previous programs
Based on the results of the previous SBC programs in the Netherlands the average ROI for
investors in SBC Sustainability is estimated at 82%13. This ROI takes into account the order
of payments to the various shareholders, detailed in the 'waterfall' (see section 6.4 Return
for investors). A key principle is that the investors receive their investment back ﬁrst,
including a one-off 8% return.
The table below shows (reference date 15 March 2021) the results that were achieved in
previous SBC programs. The value of the portfolio may ﬂuctuate.

Program

Start
date

Startups Folded Acquired Remaining Valuation
(x 1 mio)14

Exits
(x 1 mio)

SBC Value
total15 (x 1
mio)

SBC Amsterdam
2012 B.V.

2012

30

14

4

12

€ 7,0

€ 1,8

€ 8,8

Wireless
Interactions & NFC
Accelerator B.V.

2013

1016

6

1

3

€ 0,4

€ 2,3

€ 2,7

SBC E&M
Commerce 1416 B.V.

2014

31

17

3

11

€ 4,9

€0

€ 4,9

13

Based on results from previous programs. These results are not in any way a guarantee for future results.

14

This represents the valuation for the entire portfolio of active startups, based on the last financing round. The sold and discontinued
startups are not included in this valuation.
15
The numbers in this sheet are a snapshot of the current valuation of SBC’s SPVs. The ROI is partly realized and partly “unrealized/ the on
paper valuation” The valuation of each SPV can decrease or increase at any time due to marketplace variables. This snapshot should not be
considered a guaranteed value of any future SBC SPV.
16
Duration of program 1 year
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SBC Smart City 1517
B.V.

2015

31

14

1

16

€ 6,3

€0

€ 6,3

SBC Sustainability
& Cybersecurity
1618 B.V.

2016

32

10

1

20

€ 4,0

€ 0,4

€ 4,4

134

60

12

62

€ 22,6

€ 4,5

27,1

Subtotal ﬁrst 5
programs
SBC Commerce 1719
BV

2017

30

3

0

27

€ 3,6

€0

€ 3,6

SBC SmartCity&
IOT 1820 B.V.

2018

9

3

0

6

€ 1,5

€0

€ 1,5

SBC Media 1921 B.V.

2019

10

0

0

10

€ 0,6

€0

€ 0,6

SBC Fintech
Amsterdam 1921
B.V.

2020

20

0

0

20

€ 1,0

€0

€ 1,0

192

66

12

114

€ 29,3

€ 4,5

€ 33,8

Totals

6.4 Return for investors
The value of the Depositary Receipts and therefore the potential return for investors
depends strongly on the valuation of our portfolio of startups. Valuation of our portfolio is
based on the last funding round, if the startup raised capital from an external investor. If no
additional funding has been raised, the value remains € 15k, in line with the initial cash
payment to the startup. When a startup is not operating anymore, the valuation is impaired
to zero.
The results in the company are allocated as follows (referred to below as: the 'waterfall'):
1.

If sufﬁcient liquidities are available, all investors (both IPO and Corporate) will ﬁrst
receive their investment back, including a one-time return of 8% ('hurdle').
2. The remaining proﬁts in the company are distributed on a pro rata basis as
dividend to the Depositary Receipt holders and shareholders.
This allocation of results, based on various valuation scenarios, leads to the following
return for the investors. This is based on the assumption that 55,56% of the
shares/Depositary Receipts in SBC Sustainability will be sold to either IPO investors or
Corporate Investors.
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Waterfall
(* € 1.000)

Scenario
very-high
€ 8,0 mln

Scenario high
€ 6,0 mln

Scenario medium
€ 4,0 mln

Scenario low
€ 2,0 mln

Total result of exits

€ 8,000,000

€6,000,000

€4,000,000

€2,000,000

Repayment of
investors17 + 8%

-€2,700,000

-€2,700,000

-€2,700,000

-€2,000,000

Total dividend

€5,300,000

€ 3,300,000

1,300,000

0

Total dividend
investors (55,56%)

€ 2,944,680

€ 1,833,430

€ 722,280

€0

ROI (€)

€ 3,144,680

€ 2,033,4300

€ 922,280

€-500,000

ROI (%)

125.8%

81.3%

36.8%

-20.0%

12.3%

8.9%

4.6%

-3.1%

CAGR (based on
7yrs)
18

The table above shows the total effect of possible exit scenarios on the ROI of the investors
in SBC Sustainability. In practice, the sale of shares will take place in phases, with the most
successful exit events taking place after around 5 - 7 years. The distribution of results is
uncertain and depends strongly on when startups are sold.
The valuation scenarios shown are based on the valuation of the portfolio of our current
programs in the Netherlands. The scenarios are based on the following data (see also 6.3):
●

●

●
●

High scenario (€ 8 mio): based on the valuation of our SBC Amsterdam 2012
program (current value including exits € 8,8 mio). € 1,8 mln return is currently
created, and some of the higher valued startups are working towards an exit;
Medium scenario (€ 6 mio): based on the average valuation of the our ﬁrst 5
programs in Amsterdam, ﬁnished before 2018. We accelerated 134 startups with a
total (current) value of € 26,7 mio. This equals a valuation of € 6 mio for a 30 startup
portfolio.
Low scenario (€ 4 mio): based on the current valuation of the Fintech 1618 program.
Worst case (€ 2 mio): a worst-case scenario of a €2 million valuation has also been
included. To date, this scenario has not yet materialised in practice, since the

17

This scenario is based on a total investment of €2,500,000 (sale of 55.56% of the shares/Depositary Receipts). Including
an 8% hurdle, the total repayment to investors and Corporate Investors amounts to. The remaining budget will be raised
from multi-year Sponsors.
18
Compound annual growth rate, or CAGR, is the mean annual growth rate of an investment over a speciﬁed period of
time longer than one year.
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valuation of all programs/portfolios that are active longer than 4 years have grown
above € 4 mio.

6.5 Cash ﬂow simulation
Future cash ﬂows depend strongly on the timing of exits. By way of clariﬁcation, the
overview below includes an example of the cash ﬂows of SBC Sustainability in the €6
million exit scenario. In this example, the proceeds from exits are allocated across the
period 2024 to the end of 2030, with varying amounts. In this case, over a period of 10 years,
following repayment of the investors, free cash ﬂow of 3.3 million is available. In the
example, this cash ﬂow is distributed on a pro rata basis to the shareholders.

6.6 Dividend distribution to shareholders
The general meeting of shareholders of SBC Sustainability will determine the proﬁt
appropriation each year when adopting the ﬁnancial statements. If results are realized
from the sale of shares of startups, the investors will, in accordance with the 'waterfall',
ﬁrst receive back their amount invested, plus a one-time 8% hurdle. The remaining results
will be distributed to the shareholders as dividend on a pro rata basis. These dividend
distributions are determined each year on 30 April (when adopting the ﬁnancial
statements). Payment of any dividends will take place no later than 14 days after adoption
of the ﬁnancial statements.

6.7 Roles in ﬁnances of startups
Startupbootcamp does not play an essential role in the ﬁnances of the startups, since we
are a minority shareholder. The startups are always independently responsible for this.
However, Startupbootcamp does include an obligation in the shareholders agreement with
the startups for them to report on a quarterly basis.
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7. Legal information
7.1 Proposed legal structure of SBC Sustainability
After the Offering has been successfully closed, the shareholders structure will most likely
be as follows*:

* This overview is based on the assumption that Public Investors have invested via the Nxchange Trading Platform
and that Corporate Investors have or will become direct shareholders. The Corporate Investors have until the Corporate
Investor Investment Date to state whether and in what manner they will participate/invest. The ultimate structure,
percentages of shares and Depositary Receipts may therefore still change. More information on this is provided in this
section 7. Legal information and in particular the section 7.2 Corporate Investors.

The rights stated below will be attached to the Shares:

A Shares

B Shares

B Depositary
Receipts

C Share

Voting right

Yes

Yes

No

Yes, priority

Proﬁt entitlement

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Repayment of
investment

No

Repayment of
amount invested +
8% hurdle

Repayment of
amount invested +
8% hurdle

No

Dividend

Pro rata (after
repayment of
amount invested +

Pro rata (after
repayment of
amount invested +

Pro rata (after
repayment of
amount invested +

No
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8%)

8%)

8%)

The ﬁnal structure, percentages of shares and percentages of depositary Receipts Corporate
Investors may still change, depending on the total capital raised. A maximum of €
2,500,000 worth of B shares (and corresponding depositary Receipts) in SBC Sustainability
is available to investors, representing a maximum of 55,56% of the total economic rights in
SBC Sustainability. Furthermore, a minimum combined capital amount of € 1,200,000 needs
to be raised through the public IPO on NxChange and from Corporate investors, in order for
it to be successful. SBC Sustainability will always have the right to launch the program
with Corporate Investors, if the minimum threshold of € 1,200,000 is not reached.
The Corporate Investors have until the Corporate Investor Investment Date to state whether
and in what manner they will participate.

7.2 Corporate Investors
The expectation is that a number of (large) institutions may also be interested to invest in
SBC Sustainability ('Corporate Investors'). Any Corporate Investors should have ultimately
committed before 1 July 2021.
On the date of this information memorandum, we are talking to several candidates, but no
Corporate Investors have made ﬁrm commitments to the program yet. A Corporate Investor,
usually being a bigger corporate in a speciﬁc industry, has extra added value for our
program. We expect them to be actively involved in the various program components, to
organise events and to be present at events organised by us, to participate in mentor
meetings, workshops and to actively share their network and knowledge and skills, both
sector-speciﬁc and general, with the startups.
ACV BV as founder of SBC Sustainability will obtain its shares as initiator without
additional investment. Should the program not be funded, the full risk will be borne by AC
BV. More information on this is provided in section 7.5 Agreements with shareholders.

7.3 Stichting Administratiekantoor SBC Sustainability 2123
Only Depositary Receipts can be traded via the Nxchange Trading Platform. This means
that we will issue a part of the share capital of SBC Sustainability to the Foundation, which
will in turn issue Depositary Receipts for it. Issuing depositary receipts for shares means
that the economic interest is separated from the voting interest.
If you purchase Depositary Receipts, you will therefore be investing in B Depositary
Receipts issued by the Foundation and not directly in the B Shares of SBC Sustainability.
The Foundation will be incorporated and managed by AC BV. The name under its articles
will be Stichting Administratiekantoor SBC Sustainability 2123 and the Foundation will be
incorporated under Dutch law before the [closing of the Offering]. The Foundation's object is
to hold and administrate the shares in SBC Sustainability held by it, exercising all rights
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attached to those shares, such as attending general meetings, and all that forms part of the
rights of the shareholder according to the law and the articles of association and
representing the interests of the depositary receipt holders.
The Foundation will have its registered ofﬁce in Amsterdam and its ofﬁces at Johan
Huizingalaan 763A, 1066 VH Amsterdam. The Foundation will be registered in the
commercial register of the Chamber of Commerce.

7.4 Overview of shares
The capital of SBC Sustainability will consist of 4 classes of shares. ACV BV will hold both
A shares and the only C share which holds a priority voting right. B Shares will be issued
to the Corporate Investors. B Shares will also be issued to the Foundation, which in its turn
issues B Depositary Receipts for them.
The ultimate structure, percentages of shares and Depositary Receipts may still change.
More information on this is provided in section 7.1 Proposed Legal Structure of SBC
Sustainability and particularly in section 7.2 Corporate Investors.

7.5 Rights and obligations pertaining to the Shares
The rights pertaining to the Shares, and therefore also each share that the Foundation
acquires (B Shares), include the following:
1. A Shares and B Shares provide a right to receive distributions (such as dividend).
This concerns a distribution in cash of the proceeds that SBC Sustainability has
realised by selling the shares that it holds in the startups. It also concerns a
distribution if SBC Sustainability is liquidated. The Foundation is obliged to
distribute such dividends and other payments relating to the A Shares and B Shares
(and therefore indirectly to the Depositary Receipt holders).
2. The A Shares and B Shares are shares with voting rights. All holders of A Shares
and B Shares have the right to attend the general meeting of shareholders.
3. Depositary Receipts B are depositary receipts without voting rights. The holders of
depositary receipts are being represented by the Board of the Foundation, that holds
the B Shares in SBC Sustainability.

7.6 Agreements with shareholders
ACV BV, the Corporate Investors (if any) and the Foundation as shareholders and SBC
Sustainability and AC BV as the company and its director respectively will be parties to a
shareholders agreement. A number of important points will be included in the
shareholders agreement:
● A Shares and B Shares have voting rights. De facto, this means that the majority of
the voting rights is held by ACV BV as expert. In addition, ACV BV holds one priority
share (C Share). By virtue of this C Share, a number of resolutions are always subject
to the prior approval of ACV BV. Those resolutions relate to:
○ modifying the rights of the various classes of shares;
○ amendment of the corporate documentation of SBC Sustainability;
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subscribing for or otherwise acquiring or alienating shares in the capital of
another company, or establishing a new segment;
○ the dissolution/liquidation of SBC Sustainability or a sale of the majority of
or all SBC Sustainability's assets; and
○ appointing or changing auditors and adopting the ﬁnancial statements of
SBC Sustainability.
After the maximum amount of B Shares or Depositary Receipts for B Shares have
been issued to the Public and Corporate Investors, no new shares can be issued to
other parties;
Two agreements will be concluded between SBC Sustainability and AC BV, namely
a production agreement that relates to the production of the SBC program by AC BV
for SBC Sustainability and a management agreement that relates to the
management services provided by AC BV to SBC Sustainability;
In the event that we do not raise the full € 2,500,000 investment amount as
presented in the program budget (Investor Shortfall) and there are insufﬁcient funds
upon the completion of the 3rd year of the SBC program, and SBC Sustainability is
therefore unable to pay the full production and management fee to AC BV, the
Sponsor income will be used by SBC Sustainability to supplement the budget. If
there is insufﬁcient Sponsor income to supplement the budget, AC BV will not
charge the portion of the production and management fee equal to the remaining
shortfall in the budget.
The board of SBC Sustainability shall be obliged to provide certain information to
the shareholders and Depositary Receipt holders of SBC Sustainability. That
information shall in any case include:
○ the ﬁnancial statements of SBC Sustainability prepared in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles that are consistently applied in
accordance with the conditions of the shareholders agreement, which will
be sent to the shareholders within 120 days after the end of each ﬁnancial
year;
○ a semi-annual program report on the status, the current valuation (fair
value, based on last investment round) and the activities of SBC
Sustainability and participating startups, which will be sent to the
shareholders within 60 days after the close of each ﬁnancial half-year;
○ all information about SBC Sustainability and its activities that may
reasonably be requested by the shareholders from time to time; and
○ all information or documents that are required for complying with the rules
and regulations of the Nxchange Trading Platform.
Right to dividend as set out in section 6.4 Return for investors;
The Foundation is subject to an obligation to sell all its shares as well if all shares
are sold to a bona ﬁde third party. This is only possible if this sale is made on arm's
length terms and on the request of the holder of the Priority Share. You will then
receive the purchase price for the share that belongs to the Depositary Receipt. The
Depositary Receipts will be cancelled thereafter. This is a drag along clause.
○

●

●

●

●

●
●

7.7 Meetings of shareholders
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The general meeting of shareholders will be held digitally or physically in Amsterdam. It
will take place at least once a year. Every shareholder and the board of the Foundation can
attend this meeting. The meeting will be announced by a convening letter to all
shareholders. Notice of the meetings will be given on the eighth day before the meeting at
the latest. All resolutions shall be adopted by a majority of the votes cast, except if a
different majority is required by any agreement, the articles of association or the law.
Resolutions may also be adopted outside meetings. This is only possible if all persons who
are entitled to attend the meeting agree to this and if the board of SBC Sustainability has
been consulted on this. The general meeting of shareholders of SBC Sustainability will
determine the proﬁt appropriation each year when adopting the ﬁnancial statements.

7.8 Information on the depositary Receipts for shares
B Depositary Receipts will be issued to the IPO investors. If SBC Sustainability receives
results from the sale of shares of startups, the holders of B Depositary Receipts (investors)
and B Shares will ﬁrst receive back their amount invested plus a one-time hurdle of 8% on
the amount invested. Only thereafter will the remaining results be distributed as dividend
to the shareholders and therefore to all holders of A Shares, B Shares and B Depositary
Receipts.

7.9 Rights and restrictions pertaining to the depositary Receipts
The following rights pertain to all Depositary Receipts:
1. The right to payment of the distributed dividend that the Foundation receives on
the B Shares.
2. The right to payment of the remaining assets of SBC Sustainability that the
Foundation receives on the B Shares, if SBC Sustainability were to be dissolved.
3. The right to payment of the proceeds that the Foundation receives on the sale of the
B Shares (and therefore cancelling the B depositary Receipts).
4. The right to freely sell the Depositary Receipts (via Nxchange), without any transfer
restrictions applying. More information on selling the Depositary Receipts via
Nxchange is provided in section 7.11 Listing on Nxchange et seq.
The following restrictions pertain to all Depositary Receipts:
1. No right applies to attend the general meeting of shareholders of SBC Sustainability
or to vote in that meeting.
2. The Depositary Receipts may not be exchanged for shares of SBC Sustainability.
3. The Foundationis subject to an obligation to sell all shares as well if all shares are
sold to a bona ﬁde third party. This is only possible if this sale is made on arm's
length terms and on the request of shareholders holding more than 60% of the
shares. You will then receive the purchase price for the B the Depositary Receipts
that belongs to the B Shares. The Depositary Receipts will be cancelled thereafter.
This is a drag along clause.
4. No right applies to vote on changes of the corporate documentation of the
Foundation. The board of the Foundation can decide on this itself.
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7.10 Additional legal information
We have not included all information in this information memorandum. The following
information also pertains to this information memorandum. It is listed below:
●
●
●
●
●

the articles of association of SBC Sustainability;
extract from the Chamber of Commerce regarding SBC Sustainability;
the deed of incorporation of Foundation;
the trust conditions of Foundation;
the extract from the Chamber of Commerce regarding Foundation.

As soon as these documents are available, you will ﬁnd this information on the website of
https://www.nxchange.com/SBCSustainabilityamsterdam1921.

7.11 Listing on Nxchange
The Depositary Receipts will be listed on the Nxchange Trading Platform (MTF). The
investor will be required to open an account with Nxchange in order to be able to purchase
these Depositary Receipts. This account comprises two components:
●
●

a securities account in which the numbers of Depositary Receipts are registered;
a cash account in which the credit balance is administered in euros.

An external bank account that is kept by the Nxchange account holder at a bank is
required to be linked to the cash account in the system of Nxchange.
The account holder is required to maintain a credit balance in his cash account at
Nxchange sufﬁcient to be able to pay for the Depositary Receipts to be purchased.
Nxchange does not provide any loans. When the account holder places an order, the cash
for executing the order will be blocked in his account for the execution of this order.
The Depositary Receipts will be deposited in the collective deposit at Euroclear Nederland.
Nxchange performs the administration of this deposit. The records of Nxchange will show
which account holder is the beneﬁcial owner of a Depositary Receipt (“Depositary Receipt
Holder”). Following the issue, the Depositary Receipts will be tradable on the Nxchange
Trading Platform; tradability shall exist only between account holders of Nxchange.

7.12 Nxchange Trading Platform
Nxchange is the ﬁrst Securities Exchange as a Service for securities and digital assets.
Nxchange caters to the requirements of banks, credit platforms and ﬁnancial institutions
that have an interest in raising capital for their customers and being able to offer those
investment options directly to investors. It specialises in the listing and trading of ﬁnancial
instruments of comparatively small enterprises.
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Nxchange is an extensive, regulated trading platform and has both a Regulated Market and
a MTF licence issued by the Dutch Ministry of Finance and the AFM (Authority for
Financial Markets). Nxchange is supervised by the Dutch Central Bank and by the AFM.

7.13 AFM supervision
The primary focus of SBC Sustainability is carrying on a commercial purpose as an
enterprise. SBC Sustainability is therefore not subject to the AIFMD (Directive 2011/61/EU)
or AFM supervision. Potential investors should take this into account.

8. Team
Patrick de Zeeuw (co-founder of Startupbootcamp)
Patrick is a co-founder and the CEO of Startupbootcamp. Patrick worked at Endemol and
set up the ﬁrst internet company within that company. Patrick later became a shareholder
and board member of UBF International. In 2005, Patrick founded interactive TV and
Internet Gaming company -3Circles Media- and became its CEO. 3Circles Media launched
and produced interactive TV & internet gaming concepts in more than 15 countries. From
2009 to 2011, Patrick advised international gaming and media companies at a strategic and
operational level, and in the ﬁeld of M&A.

Kauan van Novack (Global MD of Startupbootcamp)
Kauan Von Novack is Managing Director of Startupbootcamp Amsterdam, Europe’s largest
business accelerator. Founder of more than 17+ startups himself, with 3 books published,
he has been active all over the world coaching Corporates such as Unilever, Heineken and
Coca-Cola how to innovate, think and act lean and how to disrupt within corporate
constraints.
At Startupbootcamp, he is responsible for taking the way startups get accelerated & funded
to the next level in order to maintain the speed and quality that characterizes
Startupbootcamp as a leader in the market.

Anouc Linning (Global Legal & Investments Director)
As our Global Legal & Investments Director, Anouc holds ultimate responsibility for all legal
matters at Startupbootcamp worldwide. Working for law ﬁrms such as DLA Piper she
gained extensive experience in (international) M&A and Venture Capital transactions and
was co-founder of a startup in the entertainment industry.
“By joining Startupbootcamp back in 2012, I have been able to accelerate my own life’s
purpose to make a positive impact in the world by providing others the opportunity to
make more conscious, long-term sustainable choices. Now being able to contribute my
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time to this new accelerator that is fully dedicated to the SDG goals, is just about as cool as
it gets.”
Motlhabane Koloi (SBC Afritech & SDG expert)
Motlhabane has experience working with founders and startups from across the African
continent with major expertise in IP and legal structuring. For his work, he has been
recognised by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation as a propellant for the SDGs on the
African continent and was invited to the Gates Foundation Global Goalkeeper network. He
has served as an Acceleration Partner for the UN Foundation's Solutions Summit. He heads
the Technology Desk for Wesgro, the ofﬁcial investment promotion agency of the Western
Cape and the City of Cape Town. Lastly he serves as a Senior Advisor to the UN Sustainable
Development Solutions Network-Youth.

Jouk Kelderman (Global Finance Director & Compliance Ofﬁcer)
Jouk has ultimate responsibility for ﬁnance, risk management and compliance at
Startupbootcamp and the Innoleaps Group. He has worked in different ﬁnancial roles
within the television industry and retail sector and was the founder of a fashion web store.

9. Risk factors and risk management
Anyone considering making an investment (to subscribe for Depositary Receipts) is
strongly recommended to examine the entire information memorandum and in any event
must carefully consider the risk factors set out in this section before making that decision.
An investment always involves risks since there may always be unexpected developments
that adversely affect the returns. The entire invested amount may even be lost. This also
applies to an investment in the Depositary Receipts offered and issued by SBC
Sustainability.
The following risk factors are circumstances that may occur. SBC Sustainability cannot
comment on the probability that these circumstances will actually occur. The occurrence
of these risks may adversely affect the ﬁnancial position of SBC Sustainability and thus the
value of the depositary receipts. The continuity of SBC Sustainability depends on the way
in which the stated risks are handled/mitigated. The list of risk factors in this section is
not exhaustive and other factors that are not currently known to SBC Sustainability may
occur which may adversely affect the ﬁnancial position of SBC Sustainability and thus the
value of the depositary receipts. The risks listed in this section are divided into three
categories: risks relating to the nature of the Depositary Receipts (9.1 Risks relating to the
nature of the Depositary Receipts), risks relating to SBC Sustainability and the enterprise
carried on by it (9.2 Risks relating to SBC Sustainability and its afﬁliated enterprise) and
other risks (9.3 Other risks).
AC BV is responsible for managing the risks with respect to the SBC Sustainability
program. AC BV has undertaken seven other programs and so the organisation has
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demonstrable experience with respect to managing the relevant risks. The various
sections list certain measures that will limit those risks. Limiting risks does not in any
respect mean preventing that risks shall materialize, and so such measures must also be
seen in that perspective.

9.1 Risks relating to the nature of the Depositary Receipts
The value of the depositary receipts strongly depends on the success of the business plan
of SBC Sustainability. AC BV is required to implement that business plan. SBC
Sustainability will invest in startups. Such investment is also known as "venture capital".
Venture capital is the capital that bridges the gap between the funds of acquaintances and
the areas in which banks or professional investors are not willing to accept such high risk.
In view of the high risk, there are strict startup selection procedures. By means of a
comprehensive selection process, only "the best" startups will be selected. Much attention
is also devoted to linking startups to potential investors, both during and after the program.
This is driven by the idea of creating as much value as possible for the startup, from which
SBC Sustainability will ultimately proﬁt.
There is a risk that SBC Sustainability is unable to select sufﬁcient suitable startups which
may have an adverse effect on the results of SBC Sustainability.
It is intended that the depositary receipts will be freely tradable on Nxchange. It should be
borne in mind that if no interested parties for purchase of the depositary receipts can be
found, that these cannot be converted into cash at the desired time. There is also a risk that
the depositary receipts can only be sold for a lower than expected price.

9.2 Risks relating to SBC Sustainability and its afﬁliated enterprise
SBC Sustainability is wholly dependent on distributions from the startups and the sale of
participating interests in those startups for the payment of its debts and for proﬁt sharing
in connection with the depositary receipts. There is, therefore, a risk of default. Economic
circumstances in the speciﬁc market in which a selected startup operates could adversely
affect revenue and operating proﬁt and so the operation of the business of that startup. It is
possible that a selected startup cannot meet its payment obligations toward SBC
Sustainability or is not in a position to make any proﬁt or other distributions as a result of
altered market conditions, a deterioration in solvency, bankruptcy, withdrawal of credit
facilities or other unforeseen future circumstances. In turn, SBC Sustainability would not
be able to meet its own payment obligations.
The functioning and operation of SBC Sustainability (also) depends on the speciﬁc
know-how and experience of AC BV being the Board of SBC Sustainability. In fact, the
functioning and operation of SBC Sustainability is dependent on the speciﬁc know-how
and experience of the natural persons listed in this information memorandum. The loss of
AC BV or the natural persons who ultimately represent SBC Sustainability would mean the
loss of that speciﬁc know-how and experience. This could (in the long term) have an
adverse effect on the operations and ﬁnancial results of SBC Sustainability.
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SBC Sustainability will only provide capital and know-how, using the funds it attracts by
issuance of the Depositary Receipts, to the selected startups. The selected startups will be
run autonomously by their own management. The management of a startup is one of the
most decisive factors for performance. The inﬂuence of SBC Sustainability on day-to-day
operational management of the selected startups is limited. There is no certainty that the
startups involved will always act in a way that is consistent with the interests of SBC
Sustainability.
The selected startups may generate lower revenues and proﬁts or even become bankrupt
as a result of business-speciﬁc and/or industry-speciﬁc developments (including
developments outside the Netherlands). This could then adversely affect SBC
Sustainability.
Operational risk is the risk of loss as a result of failing internal processes, people or
systems or as a result of external events. There is a wide range of examples of operational
risk incidents: fraud, third-party claims, errors in processing ﬁnancial or other information,
non-compliance with legislation and regulations and breakdowns of hardware and/or
software. For an investor, the occurrence of operational risk, both at the level of SBC
Sustainability and at the level of the startups, may lead to SBC Sustainability not being in a
position to meet its payment obligations and proﬁt or other distributions, while the value of
the depositary receipts falls or drops to nil.
The Depositary Receipts are intended to be tradable via Nxchange. There is a risk that the
cooperation with Nxchange will be terminated by one of the parties.

9.3 Other Risks
Due to the multi-year nature of the investment, the impact of taxation on SBC
Sustainability and on the returns of the Depositary Receipts is uncertain. SBC
Sustainability may be faced with changes in laws, new regulations or political
decision-making that may have ﬁnancially adverse outcomes for the investors. The tax
treatment of a Depositary Receipt Holder may be adversely impacted over time by changes
in Dutch laws or new case law. The tax position of SBC Sustainability has not been agreed
in advance with the Dutch Tax and Customs Administration. If the Dutch Tax and Customs
Administration does not concur with the basic principles presented, this may lead to a
negative impact on the results of SBC Sustainability. SBC Sustainability advises obtaining
tax advice before deciding whether or not to invest.
SBC Sustainability is exposed to risks if legal proceedings are instituted against it.
Regardless of whether proceedings instituted are allowable, SBC Sustainability will incur a
risk of suffering ﬁnancial loss as the outcome of legal proceedings is often uncertain. The
costs of legal assistance are often high, and those costs can often only be partly recovered
from the other party, even if SBC Sustainability wins the case.
The impact of politics is an uncertain factor. Political risks are understood to be risks
relating to the stability and legitimacy of political institutions, orderly succession of the
political leaders, transparency of economic decision-making, national security and
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geopolitical risks. The aforementioned risks may have a negative impact on the operating
results of SBC Sustainability.
SBC Sustainability will - with a view to mitigating risks - take out a number of insurances
to cover ordinary business risks. It is however not certain that it will be able to cover all its
risks by means of insurance. It may be the case that insurances offer no or no full cover for
speciﬁc risks or that cover under those insurances will prove to be impossible in the future.
Certain risks are uninsurable, such as wars, terrorist attacks and natural disasters.
Moreover, the developments in the insurance market may lead to increases in the
insurance premiums. This can have negative consequences for SBC Sustainability.
The interests of the Depositary Receipt Holders are represented by the Foundation and the
board of the Foundation. The rights of the Depositary Receipt Holders are exercised by the
Foundation to the extent and in the manner speciﬁed in the articles of association and
trust conditions of the Foundation. An investor will not be able to exercise control over
shares in the capital of SBC Sustainability.
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